
VNA SQL database recommended practices 

 

Format all partitions containing .mdf and .ldf files using a 64K block size 

SQL installation should be on non-OS volume 

SQL Enterprise edition is recommended to allow for online index maintenance for installations where 

high availability is required 

Create anti-virus exclusions for folders containing SQL working files/ program files (details available in 

VNA anti-virus document). It is recommended as a security practice to setup exclusions that are folder 

based in lieu of file type based exclusions 

Storage volumes containing database files should be as separate from an IO subsystem perspective as 

possible from volumes containing transaction logs. This can be achieved using distinct groups of disks in 

a RAID environment, or separate LUNs when provisioning on a SAN. Additionally an IO-separated 

volume should be provisioned for tempdb data files 

In keeping with Microsoft best practices the tempdb volume should be used with one data filer per CPU 

core up to a total of eight tempdb data files, to alleviate SGAM contention 

Max Memory should be configured at the instance level in such a way that the total memory 

consumption (as reported in task manager) on the server including OS et al. is approximately 90-93 

percent for dedicated SQL servers 

Max Degree of Parallelism should be configured based on the server’s NUMA architecture/ core counts, 

and Cost Threshold for Parallelism should be set to 50 

Optimize .ldf files to contain VLF’s of aprox 512MB in size (details available in VNA VLF document) 

Auto-growth should be completely prevented for all Acuo .mdf and .ldf files. These files should be 

proactively manually expanded as a part of maintenance activities. Free space within each file should be 

monitored regularly to ensure that that there is always space available, ideally > 10% free 

Ola Hallengren provides a no-cost SQL maintenance package that many Acuo customers use with their 

VNA databases. If your organization doesn’t already have a preferred maintenance package the one 

from Ola is recommended 

Transaction log backups should be performed at least every 15 minutes  

Full backups should be performed daily on all system and user databases, or once weekly with 

differential backups performed on every other day of the week 

Integrity checks (Check DBCC) should be completed on all system and user databases at least weekly 

Index maintenance (including status update, reorg, or rebuild as needed) should be performed on all 

user databases at least once per week. During the period of time that the index maintenance job is 

running it’s beneficial to have an every 5 minutes schedule running on your transaction log backups job 



if tempdb is not being used for index maintenance so that the associated .ldf files don’t grow larger than 

the .mdf’s 

Maintenance activities that are IO or CPU intensive should be scheduled to run at off-peak times. This 

would include full and differential backups, integrity checks, and index maintenance. The VNA will still 

be available while these jobs run, but performance capacity will be diminished 

Optimize database ownership 

 

 


